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	Topic: Anticipation Guides
	What Is It: Anticipation Guides (Herber 1978) are a list of 5-7 statements provided to students. They respond to the statements with an Agree/Disagree or a Yes/No response. An anticipation guide can be used to activate and assess students' prior knowledge, generate reflection and discussion about a new topic, and motivate reluctant students by stimulating their interest in the topic. When used in conjunction with a text to be read, students are motivated to read more closely in order to search for evidence that supports their answers and predictions. Consequently, these guides promote active reading and critical thinking. They are especially useful in identifying any misconceptions students have. Adapted from Teaching Reading in the Content Areas, If not me, then who?  by Rachel Billmeyer and Mary Lee Barton (1998), p. 104.
	How to Use It: Anticipation Guides are typically used to create interest in a new topic, text or unit. Choose provocative statements when you want to spark a discussion and get students considering diverse perspectives. Choose statements of facts when you want students to read a text and find evidence to confirm or disprove the statements. Students can be asked to state on what page/paragraph they found the evidence. They can also be asked to correct false statements so each one becomes true. Decide which response makes the most sense with the statements you have created - a YES/NO option or an AGREE/DISAGREE option. Ask students to complete the anticipation guide on their own so they have some quiet reflection time. Then invite them to compare their results with peers. Anticipation Guides can be revisited at the end of the unit to compare their original understandings with new learning.
	Why Use the Strategy: Make PredictionsAccess Background KnowledgeApply KnowledgeAnalyze 
	Modifications: Anticipation Guides can be completed:- individually - with partners or in groups- on paper- in a digital format - as a Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down activity with the class
	Within the Curriculum: Ensure that students have sufficient background knowledge to thoughtfully respond and make predictions. Math - Reviewing fractionsScience - Basic facts about water (freshwater & oceans)Social Studies - Looking at our contribution to global economy ELA - The Outsiders novel - reflecting on societal values
	Assessment Tips: Be careful how many statements you give students. Too many becomes overwhelming and the task becomes less engaging. Student responses can provide insights into how much background knowledge students have on a particular topic. 


